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M&A ACADEMY
PURCHASE PRICE
ADJUSTMENTS & EARN-OUTS

OVERVIEW OF PRESENTATION
• Purchase Price Adjustments
– Net Working Capital, Net Equity, Indebtedness, Cash
– Inventory, A/R, Deferred Revenue, and Other Balance Sheet Issues
– Litigation Risk Management Considerations

• Earn-Outs
– General Overview of Provisions
– Negotiation and Drafting Best Practices
– Litigation Risk Management Considerations
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NET WORKING CAPITAL — OVERVIEW
• Net Working Capital Adjustment Provision
– Most common fodder for post-closing dispute-resolution proceedings
– Provides an adjustment in the event of a difference in working capital from a
working capital target (typically the level at the time a deal is priced or some
normalized level)
– Elements of the balance sheet where we see the most risk are deferred
revenue, accounts receivable, and inventory
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NET WORKING CAPITAL – DRAFTING TIPS
• Confer with finance and accounting to understand the Company’s past
practices and historic positions taken under GAAP
• Be aware that GAAP sometimes permits a variety of approaches
• Specify methodologies for calculations
– Draft with the Company’s balance sheet handy
– Provide illustrations
– Specify adjustments from GAAP

• Think through the post-closing process
– Consider threshold triggering amounts
– Avoid disputes over small amounts

– Scope of information exchanges
– Realism about post-closing timeline
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NET WORKING CAPITAL – POSITIONING
FOR BEST POSSIBLE LITIGATED OUTCOME
• Expressly address scope of arbiter’s/referee’s review and authority
– Lawyer . . . or accountant?

• Expressly address impact of Company’s past practices
– Is Buyer and/or arbitrator/referee bound by Seller’s past practices irrespective
of appropriateness under GAAP?
– What is implication of pre-closing or benchmark Working Capital
example/calculation/target?
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NET WORKING CAPITAL – POSITIONING
FOR BEST POSSIBLE LITIGATED OUTCOME
• Expressly address scope of review/standard governing Buyer’s
document/information production obligations
• Expressly address mechanics of dispute-resolution process
– Written submissions, site/inventory inspection, witness interviews/depositions,
evidentiary hearings?
– Timing from start to conclusion?
– Reasoned determination or simple issuance of final binding calculation?
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NET WORKING CAPITAL – POSITIONING
FOR BEST POSSIBLE LITIGATED OUTCOME
• Expressly consider (and address, if desired) dispute resolution risk
allocation
– Payment of arbiter’s/referee’s fees
– Allocation based on success?
– Calculation methodology?

– Prevailing party’s attorneys’ fees/expert-accountant fees
– Encourage reasonableness, resolve de minimis disputes
– Focus on large disputed issues

• Expressly address interest on final working capital amount
– Calculation rate, timing, disputed vs. “undisputed” amounts
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EARN-OUT PROVISIONS
• Can benefit both sides, if drafted carefully — but can also be fraught with
peril
• Often used to:
– Bridge valuation gap
– Motivate Seller to perform in future

• Benefits for Buyer
– Reduce initial purchase consideration
– Minimize risk of overpaying
– Incentivize Seller to support business post-closing

• Benefits for Seller
– Leverage post-closing synergies and opportunities to increase ultimate purchase
price
– Defer taxes – but beware of employment-related contingencies

• Same accounting ground rules for purchase price adjustments apply to earn
outs
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Legal Principles
• The implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing
– Did Buyer take affirmative steps to impede the achievement of the earn-out?
– Were Buyer’s actions legitimate business decisions?
– Obviously highly dependent on facts and circumstances, and even intent

• Earn-out covenants are drafted against this legal backdrop
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Example of Pro-Buyer Earn-Out Covenant

(iii)

Operation of the Business Post-Closing.

(A)
The parties acknowledge and agree that, except as set forth in
this Section 3.2(c), the Buyer shall not have any obligations to support the generation of Qualifying
License and Product Revenue or attainment of Gross Margin during the Three Year Period or
otherwise following the Closing. The management and operations of the Business and the sale and
licensing of Products, from and after the Closing Date, will be at the Buyer's sole discretion;
provided however, that the Buyer hereby agrees to not take any actions the primary purpose of
which is (1) to prevent the Seller Companies from receiving all or part of the Earn-Out
Consideration, (2) to delay the recognition of Qualifying License and Product Revenue so that it is
not included in the calculation of an Earn-Out Period, or (3) to shift Product revenue to services
revenue. To the extent that the Buyer is found to be in breach of its obligations under this Section
3.2(c)(iii), the sole and exclusive remedy shall be the re-calculation of the Earn-Out Consideration
for the applicable Earn-Out Period, which shall include (without duplication of amounts previously
included) in the calculation of Qualifying License and Product Revenue and Gross Margin for such
period the amounts that would have been recognized in respect of any such sales in the absence of
such breach, and the payment by the Buyer of the excess, if any, of such recalculated Earn-Out
Consideration over the amount previously paid plus interest on such amount at a rate of 3.25% per
annum accrued from the date that such Earn-Out Consideration should have been paid to the date of
payment.
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Example of Pro-Seller Earn-Out Covenant
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EARN-OUTS – POSITIONING FOR BEST
POSSIBLE LITIGATED OUTCOME
• For Seller
– Carefully, expressly address earn-out metrics
– Covenants not to divert business, operate consistent with past practices,
operate to maximize earn-out
– Partial satisfaction vs. “all or nothing”
– Backdoor use of Buyer indemnification provisions

• For Buyer
– Business operation discretion/autonomy
– Express disclaimer of fiduciary duty to Seller
– Ability to offset indemnity claims (and/or other purchase price adjustments
due) against any earn-out
– Caps on maximum earn-out
– Reporting frequency/detail/supporting documentation
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EARN-OUTS – POSITIONING FOR BEST
POSSIBLE LITIGATED OUTCOME
• Dispute Resolution: Court vs. Arbitration
• Choice of Law/Forum:
– Delaware vs. New York vs. California vs. Massachusetts vs. Illinois
– Choice of law and forum do not need to be the same

• Internal consistency within deal documents
– Fee recovery/cost-shifting
– Indemnification process
– “Losses” recoverable under various scenarios
– Interplay with Consulting/Employment Agreement between Company and
Selling Shareholder(s)
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QUESTIONS?
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Our Global Reach

Our Locations
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Asia Pacific
Europe
Latin America
Middle East
North America
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Beijing
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